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"Religious liberty groups spar
over Bible in VA hospital display"

By: Pamela Manson

Tuesday, November 26, 2019

Unconstitutional Bible on table, locked and bolted down in plexiglass.
POW/MIA Memorial Table Display At VA Medical Center in Manchester, NH.

(Excerpts from UPI/Emphasis Added by MRFF)

Two advocacy groups dedicated to protecting religious liberty are battling
each other over whether a Bible should be part of a display at the
Manchester VA Medical Center in New Hampshire.

U.S. Air Force veterans James Chamberlain, a Christian, and Sandra Bell, an
atheist, are suing the hospital director in his official capacity to get the Bible
taken off a "Missing Man Table" in the hospital lobby. The display honors
prisoners of war and soldiers missing in action.

The Military Religious Freedom Foundation is leading the fight for
removal and argues that the inclusion of the Christian Bible violates the
constitutional prohibition against government establishment of religion.
The Albuquerque, N.M.-based foundation -- which says it represents about
64,000 service members and veterans, about 95 percent of whom identify as
practicing Christians -- lists its primary mission as protecting the separation
of church and state in the U.S. military and the Veterans Administration.

[...]

The 14 veterans asked MRFF to complain on their behalf but to protect their
identities because they feared reprisal. The group's president and founder,
Michael "Mikey" Weinstein, phoned medical center officials to demand
the removal of the Bible and three hours after the first call, he received
an email from an assistant to then-director Alfred Montoya saying the Bible
would be removed. 

[...]

Click to Read on United Press International (UPI)

CLICK TO READ BACKGROUND ON MANCHESTER
VA BIBLE ISSUE, PROTEST FLYOVER, BILLBOARD,

AND FILING OF FEDERAL LAWSUIT
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"Our Goodwill Season Is For All"

By: John Compere

Wednesday, November 27, 2019

There will be no peace on earth until there is goodwill to all
children, women and men. During this winter holiday season, there should be
more inclusiveness (aka: goodwill) and less exclusiveness (aka: badwill).

Our goodwill season begins and ends with secular holidays, Thanksgiving
and New Year’s. In between are various secular (non-religious), sectarian
(religious), cultural, ethnic and seasonal celebrations.

[...]

Knowledge of history is good. Consideration of others is goodwill.
Goodwillers care about neighbors, recognize different celebrations, keep
personal religious beliefs in perspective, and respect diversity of beliefs.
Badwillers do not. More holiday humility and less religious rhetoric are
needed. Hopefully, we will reflect the goodwill of inclusion and reject the
badwill of exclusion for others during this holiday season.

[...]

Click to read article

"Thank you!"

From: U.S. Naval Officer’s/MRFF Client’s E-Mail Address withheld
Subject: Thank you!
Date: November 24, 2019 at 10:18:09 AM MST
To: mikey@militaryreligiousfreedom.org

Mikey and MRFF,

MRFF is a lifesaver! Thank goodness that one of my fellow officers told me
this organization existed…within moments of my email, Mikey personally
responded with an email and provided a phone number for additional
information.

My concerns?? At a command sanctioned event, the CMEO ( command
equal opportunity) advisor gave a Christian-centric blessing, including
references to Jesus Christ.

Obviously I was aware of the line this crossed, and needed guidance;
assistance with discussing this with my CO and how to take corrective
action.

This was more than just me being uncomfortable with what had happened,
but every member of the command had their their religious freedom violated
and good order was definitely compromised that night.

Thankfully I have Mikey and the MRFF to provide support, both emotionally
and legally, to ensure leadership is made aware of the travesty that they
allowed to occur.

I cannot stress enough, you ARE NOT alone in this! Make the call or send an
email. You will receive help and support, I can assure you that your concerns
will be heard.

V/r,

A proud Jewish Officer who loves her Navy (U.S. Naval Officer’s/MRFF
Client’s name, rank, MOS, unit and installation all withheld)

Click to Read in Inbox

"Our Thanksgiving Prayer"

From: (name withheld)
Subject: Our Thanksgiving Prayer
Date: November 25, 2019 at 9:53:28 PM MST
To: Information Weinstein <mikey@militaryreligiousfreedom.org> 

Our church will give thanks this Thanksgiving for the fact that the anti-
Christian jew Mickey Weinstein is a just mere mortal man who will die in the
flesh and not be in a State of Grace with the Lord Jesus Christ when he does
so.

Thus Mickey the Tool of Satan, will be consigned by our Savior to the Great
Lake of Fire to become consumed in torturous pain forever by its cleansing
flames of redemption.

This is our special Thanksgiving prayer offering and blessing from our troops
to Christ Jesus for hellbound Mickey and all those at his anti-Christian
“foundation”.

(name withheld)
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